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Abstract

This paper makes the following contributions: It proposes a new methodology for quantifying remote memory access contention on hardware DSM multiprocessors. The most valuable aspect of this methodology is that it assesses the overhead of contention on real parallel programs running on real hardware. The methodology uses as input the number of accesses from each node of the DSM to each page in memory. A trace of the memory accesses of the program obtained at runtime is used to compute a fairly accurate estimate of the fraction of execution time wasted due to contention. The paper presents also a new algorithm which detects potential hot spots in pages and balances memory load using dynamic page migration. The algorithm attacks indirectly the problem of contention by balancing the remote memory access latency across the nodes of the system. Experiments with five irregular parallel codes on a 128-processor Origin2000 show that the algorithm yields significant performance improvements.
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1. Introduction

It is well known that contention is one of the factors that limit the performance of parallel programs. Contention stems from simultaneous accesses of multiple processors to shared resources such as memory and network links. On cache-coherent distributed shared memory (DSM) multiprocessors, one of the most intrusive forms of contention occurs at the network interface of a node, due to simultaneous memory accesses from multiple nodes.1

Although contention must be accounted for when programmers attempt to scale parallel programs on DSM multiprocessors, the hardware of these systems lacks the means to quantify directly the overhead of contention on the execution time of a program. The hardware counters of modern microprocessors do not reveal directly any information about contention. Carefully designed microbenchmarks [9] can measure the overhead of contention on a single access to the memory hierarchy of a multiprocessor. However, this measurement reflects the raw performance of the memory hierarchy and cannot be used to estimate the fraction of time that a parallel program wastes due to contention. Useful information about contention can be collected by performance monitoring firmware running at the network interface [13]. This solution is appealing, but not portable, because it requires programmable network interfaces. Commercial hardware DSM systems do not offer this option. Due to the aforementioned limitations, performance studies that investigate the scalability of hardware DSM systems have to speculate on the overhead of contention by factoring out the overhead of all other parameters that affect performance [10].

In this paper, we present a new methodology for quantifying remote memory access contention on cache-coherent DSM multiprocessors. This methodology estimates the fraction of execution time wasted due to
contention, using as input the number of accesses from each node to each page in memory, throughout the execution of the program. This information is collected in hardware page access counters, which are available in some commercial DSM systems, such as the SGI Origin2000 [12] and the Sun Wildfire [8]. The required information can also be collected with lightweight software instrumentation, if the operating system provides enough information on the mapping of virtual memory pages to nodes. The most valuable aspect of this methodology is that it is able to assess the overhead of contention on parallel programs while running them on real hardware, without simulating the hardware or modelling the behavior of the program at the source code level.

The paper presents also a new algorithm which balances the memory load across the nodes of a DSM multiprocessor using dynamic page migration. The algorithm attempts to indirectly resolve remote memory access contention, by identifying pages which are likely to contain hot spots and off-loading a significant number of remote memory accesses from these pages.

The algorithm differs from previously proposed page migration algorithms, both in its mechanics and in its purpose. Instead of on-line competitive analysis of page access frequencies, the algorithm uses off-line analysis of the complete memory access pattern of the program. On-line competitive page migration algorithms have been proposed for the optimization of memory access locality in applications with dynamic memory access patterns, which can only be detected at runtime [21]. Their purpose is to migrate pages which seem to be accessed more frequently by nodes other than their home nodes, based on a snapshot of the access counters of the pages taken periodically at runtime. The algorithm presented in this paper balances memory load in terms of the accumulated latency of remote memory accesses to each node. Memory load balancing is performed using a complete trace of the memory accesses of the program. We use remote access latencies, instead of remote access frequencies, to compensate for the disparity of remote access latencies on cache-coherent DSM multiprocessors.

The proposed algorithm treats the target application as a black box and does not require programmer intervention or application-specific knowledge. On the negative side, the algorithm requires periodicity and time invariance in the behavior of the program. This means that the program should be either internally periodic (i.e. repeating the same computation for a number of iterations), or periodic across invocations. The algorithm performs whole program optimization of data placement. It does not correlate memory load imbalance and contention with specific parts of the program, neither does it restructure the program to alleviate contention via code transformations.

Our validation experiments show that we are able to estimate the execution time of programs with an error (expressed as a fraction of total execution time) that ranges between 1% and 6%. The mean error of the estimates, expressed as a fraction of the total execution time of the programs is 2.5%. The mean error of the estimates, expressed as a fraction of the actual overhead of contention in the execution time of the programs is 19.4%. Not surprisingly, the experiments with real parallel applications indicate that contention has a significant impact on performance. We find that in programs with irregular memory access patterns, severe memory load imbalance can occur either across the entire address space of the program, or in a narrow range of pages that concentrate disproportionate amounts of remote memory accesses. Our algorithm is able to alleviate contention and reduce significantly the parallel execution time of five such applications. The arithmetic mean of execution time improvement across all benchmarks and processor scales is 17.8%. On more than 100 processors, execution time is improved by 20–35%.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the methodology for quantifying contention and its validation. Section 3 presents the contention resolution algorithm and the relevant implementation details. Section 4 provides experimental evidence on the performance of the contention resolution algorithm. Section 5 discusses related work. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Quantifying contention

2.1. Outline

The starting point for estimating the overhead of contention on a parallel program is to estimate the effect of contention on the latency of a single memory access to the target DSM’s memory hierarchy. This estimate is obtained using microbenchmarks and is measured for varying degrees of contention. The second step is to collect \( N + 1 \) histograms, where \( N \) is the number of nodes on the multiprocessor. One of these histograms contains the number of memory accesses issued to each node, broken down into local and remote accesses. The other \( N \) histograms, one per node, contain the number of remote memory accesses issued to that particular node from each of the other nodes. These histograms are collected at runtime and capture the memory access pattern of the program throughout its lifetime. Given the histograms and an estimate of the latency of a single memory access under contention, we compute an estimate of the total memory access latency per node and the maximum memory access latency across the nodes that participate in the execution of the program.
To isolate the overhead of contention, we compare this latency against the latency of an ideal "contention-free" version of the program, in which all memory accesses are assumed to be served without contention.

2.2. Estimating the overhead of contention on a single memory access

We use the methodology proposed by Hristea et al. [9], to estimate the overhead of contention on a single memory access. This methodology measures accurately the back-to-back and restart latency of a memory access, on processors that allow multiple outstanding memory accesses to overlap with the execution of computation. The back-to-back latency is the non-overlapped latency of a cache miss which must be served from main memory, from the time the cache miss occurs, until the time the entire requested cache line is brought in the cache. The restart latency is the non-overlapped latency of a cache miss which must be served from main memory, from the time the cache miss occurs, until the requested word (instead of the entire cache line) is brought in the cache and the processor can restart execution.

The methodology uses a multithreaded microbenchmark, in which each thread executes the code shown in Fig. 1, with different parameters for the number of iterations (num_iter) of the inner loop. The microbenchmark does pointer chasing on a linked list which is stored as an array. The work loop walks memory locations with a constant stride, which is passed to the program as a parameter. The outer loop of the microbenchmark chases the pointers along the list, so that each load of j is dependent on the previous load. This prevents the processor from overlapping two consecutive memory accesses in the pipeline. Furthermore, if the stride is set equal to the size of a cache line (measured in array elements), each load of j brings in a new cache line. The bandwidth is measured as the number of bytes transferred (num_reads × cache_line_size) divided by the elapsed time.

Between consecutive loads, each thread executes dummy work which is regulated by the variable num_iters. Note that the load uses a register allocated variable (dummy) and a cached variable (j), to avoid further cache misses. Note also that the dummy work loop is not overlapped with the subsequent load, because of the dependence on j. The amount of work inserted between the loads regulates the frequency of the loads. The more the work, the less frequent the loads. Consecutively, the more the work, the less the consumed bandwidth. The microbenchmark does not use an explicit parameter for the consumed bandwidth. The variable num_iters is empirically regulated with multiple executions of the microbenchmark, until the desired bandwidth consumption is reached. To measure the memory latency without contention, we run the microbenchmark without the dummy loop and calculate latency by inverting the product of the measured bandwidth and the cache line size. The calculation is correct since back-to-back memory accesses are dependent and cannot be overlapped. This methodology assumes that the processor does not use hardware prefetching. This assumption is true for the processors of the system that we study in this paper.

The microbenchmark is executed simultaneously by multiple threads, one of which is designated as the master thread. The threads share the array that stores the linked list. The implementation ensures that the array is allocated in a single memory module of a single node of the multiprocessor. The j and dummy variables are private to each thread. The only difference between the master thread and the slave threads is the number of iterations executed in the work loop (num_iters), which controls the memory bandwidth consumed by each thread. To measure the overhead of contention, we measure the reduction of the memory throughput of the master thread, with an increasing number of slave threads running concurrently. To measure the overhead on memory latency, we strip the dummy work loop off the master thread and calculate the back-to-back latency as described in the previous paragraph. We explain how we measure restart latency with the same microbenchmark in Section 2.3.

We ran this microbenchmark on the target DSM platform, a 128-processor SGI Origin2000. This system is organized in a fat hypercube topology with 32 vertices, 2 nodes per vertex and 2 processors per node.

```c
#define work(dummy,j) ((j) += (dummy))

3 void initialize_a(size) {
4    for (i = 0; i < size; i += stride)
5        a[i] = &a[i + stride];
6    }
7
8 void microbench () {
9    s = start_time();
10   j = a;
11   for (i = 0; i < num_reads; i++) {
12       j = (int *)(*j);
13       for (k = 1; k < num_iters; k++)
14          work(dummy,j);
15    }
16    e = end_time();
17    return (num_reads*cache_line_size)/(e - s);
18 }
```

Fig. 1. Simplified version of the microbenchmark used for measuring memory latencies under different levels of contention. Variable declarations are omitted for brevity. The variable dummy is set to 0, so that the pointers chased in line 12 are not corrupted. Compiler optimizations are deactivated to avoid squashing the instructions that update j.
The processors are MIPS R10000 running at 250 MHz, with 32 kbytes of split L1 cache and 4 Mbytes of unified L2 cache per processor. The system has 64 Gigabytes of DRAM, distributed uniformly across the 64 nodes. We assumed a maximum memory bandwidth of 667 Mbytes/s (as suggested in [9]).

To measure memory throughput, we configured the microbenchmark so that the master thread fetches approximately 200 Mbytes/s from memory and each slave thread fetches approximately 10 Mbytes/s from memory. We ran the microbenchmark with up to 63 slaves, each of them executing on a different node. The measured master throughput is shown in the top chart of Fig. 2. To measure memory latency, we repeated the same experiment, but set the master thread to issue only back-to-back memory accesses without executing work. The result is shown in the bottom chart of Fig. 2. The master throughput appears to thrash when more than 45 nodes issue accesses to the same memory module simultaneously. The result is expected. With 46 noise generators, the accumulated rate of memory accesses from the master and the noise generators (200 Mbytes/s from the master and 460 Mbytes/s from the noise generators) almost matches the maximum available memory bandwidth. In fact, the memory bandwidth is saturated due to contention between threads. In the second configuration of the microbenchmark, the sustained master throughput is 267 Mbytes/s. The back-to-back latency without contention is measured as 478 ns. Latency (shown in the bottom chart of Fig. 2) starts increasing exponentially at the same point where throughput seems to thrash, i.e. when 45 or more nodes contend to access the same memory module.

2.3. Computing the overhead of contention in execution time

The first step to estimate the overhead of contention in the execution time of a program is to collect $N+1$ histograms: one histogram with the memory accesses to each node, divided into local and remote memory accesses; and $N$ histograms, each with the remote memory accesses issued to a node by each of the other $N-1$ nodes.

Assume that the system has $N$ nodes, denoted as $n_i$, $i=1\ldots N$. Let us fix a node $n_i$, the memory of which is accessed $L_i$ times from local processors (i.e. the processors on $n_i$) and $R_i$ times from remote processors, throughout the lifetime of the program. The number of remote memory accesses to $n_i$ is the sum of accesses from nodes $n_k$, $k \neq i$, i.e.

$$R_i = \sum_{k=1, k \neq i}^{N} R'_{ki}. \tag{1}$$

Note that $R_i$ signifies the number of remote accesses to $n_i$ and $R'_{ki}$ signifies the number of remote accesses from $n_k$ to $n_i$.

The following analysis makes two assumptions: First, we assume that the latency of consecutive memory accesses is not overlapped with computation. This assumption is not valid on most modern superscalar microprocessors. On the Origin2000, the processors can have up to four outstanding memory accesses. In fact, previous studies [22] have shown that the processors of the Origin2000 can mask up to 50% of the memory access latency in real applications. We investigate...
whether memory latency overlap affects the accuracy of the estimates in Section 2.4.

The second assumption is that contention occurs at the memory queue only between local and remote accesses. More specifically, the analysis estimates only the potential delay of local accesses due to intervening remote accesses in the memory queue. We do not assume any other overlap of memory accesses by the memory controller. This assumption is valid for the Origin2000, but may need to be revisited in newer systems.

The analysis calculates probabilities of one or more remote memory accesses arriving at a memory module while a local memory access is being served. The time window examined equals the non-overlapped restart latency of a local memory access. This is assumed to be the smallest time window during which contention can occur. The restart latency of a cache miss is measured using the microbenchmark shown in Fig. 1, using a slightly modified configuration. The key modification is that the potential delay of local accesses due to intervening memory accesses to

\[ \text{contention.} \]

be the restart latency of a local memory access without contention. The restart latency of the processor. More details on this methodology can be found in [9].

The length of the maximum amount of work that the processor can execute in the inner loop without increasing the execution time of the microbenchmark gives the restart latency of the processor. More details on this methodology can be found in [9].

Contention depends on the number of memory accesses that arrive for service at a node while the node is already serving a memory access. Assume that the memory accesses to \( n_i \) follow a Poisson arrival process. Let \( t_{\text{ex}} \) be the execution time of the program and \( t_{\text{nocont}} \) be the restart latency of a local memory access without contention.

We model the memory accesses issued to \( n_i \) as a Poisson process with mean equal to

\[ \mu_i = \frac{(L_i + R_i)t_{\text{nocont}}}{t_{\text{ex}}} . \]  

(2)

This corresponds to the mean number of memory accesses to \( n_i \), during an interval equal to the latency of a memory access to \( n_i \) without contention. The probability that \( m \) memory accesses will be issued to \( n_i \) during this interval is

\[ p_i(m) = e^{-\mu_i} \frac{\mu_i^m}{m!} . \]  

(3)

We compute the latency of a memory access to \( n_i \), either local or remote, when this access contends against \( m \) accesses to \( n_i \) issued from \( m \) distinct nodes. The probability that a memory access to \( n_i \) is local is

\[ \frac{L_i}{R_i + L_i} . \]  

(4)

The probability that a memory access to \( n_i \) is a remote access issued from \( n_k, k \neq i \) is

\[ \frac{R_k}{L_i + R_i} . \]  

(5)

The probability that a memory access to \( n_i \) is a remote access from any other DSM node (denoted as \( p_i(i, 1) \)) is

\[ p_i(i, 1) = \sum_{k=1, k \neq i}^{N} \frac{R_k}{L_i + R_i} . \]  

(6)

The probability that two consecutive memory accesses to \( n_i \) are issued from two remote nodes \( n_{k_1} \) and \( n_{k_2} \) (denoted as \( p_i(i, 2) \)) is

\[ p_i(i, 2) = \sum_{k_1=1}^{N} \sum_{k_2=1, k_1 \neq k_2}^{N} \frac{R_{k_1}R_{k_2}^*}{L_i + R_i} . \]  

(7)

Proceeding in the same manner, we can compute \( p_i(i, m), m = 3 \ldots N - 1 \), i.e. the probability that \( m \) consecutive remote memory accesses to \( n_i \) are issued from \( m \) distinct nodes as

\[ p_i(i, m) = \sum_{k_1=1}^{N} \sum_{k_2=1, k_1 \neq k_2}^{N} \ldots \sum_{k_m=1, k_{m-1} \neq k_1, \ldots, k_{m-1}}^{N} \Pi_i(i, m), \]  

(8)

Similarly, the probability that in \( m \) consecutive memory accesses to \( n_i \), the first is a local access from \( n_i \) and the rest \( m - 1 \) accesses are remote accesses from \( m - 1 \) distinct nodes (denoted as \( p_{\text{lt}}(i, m) \)) is

\[ p_{\text{lt}}(i, m) = \sum_{k_1=1}^{N} \sum_{k_2=1, k_1 \neq k_2}^{N} \ldots \sum_{k_m=1, k_{m-1} \neq k_1, \ldots, k_{m-1}}^{N} \Pi_{\text{lt}}(i, m), \]  

(9)

From Eqs. (3), (8) and (9), we can compute the probability that a memory access to \( n_i \) will compete against \( m \) memory accesses from \( m \) distinct nodes as

\[ p_{\text{cont}}(i, m) = p_i(i, m) \times p_{\text{lt}}(i, m). \]  

(10)

The expected latency of a local memory access to \( n_i \) is computed as

\[ l_i = \left( 1 - \sum_{m=1}^{N} p_{\text{cont}}(i, m) \right) t_{\text{nocont}} \]

(11)

\[ + \sum_{m=1}^{N} p_{\text{cont}}(i, m) t_{\text{cont}}(m). \]

The left factor accounts for the latency without contention, while the right factor accounts for the latency with varying degrees of contention. The sum in the right factor depends on the probability that a memory access from some node to \( n_i \) will be contending
against one or more memory accesses from other nodes to \( n_i \); \( t_{cont}(m) \) is the latency of a single memory access under contention, measured with the microbenchmark shown in Fig. 1. Note that \( t_{cont} \) depends on \( m \).

The non-overlapped remote memory access latency from \( n_k \) to \( n_i \) with contention is derived similarly as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
    r_{ki} &= \left( 1 - \sum_{m=1}^{N} p_{cont}(i,m) \right) r_{ki,nocont} + \sum_{m=1}^{N} p_{cont}(i,m) r_{ki,cont}(m).
\end{align*}
\] (12)

In Eq. (12), \( r_{ki,cont} \) is the remote access latency from node \( k \) to node \( i \) without contention. This latency is calculated by adding the local latency with no contention \( (l_{nocont}) \) and the latency of traversing the interconnection network from \( k \) to \( i \), which is denoted as \( d_{ki} \). On the Origin2000, this latency is approximately 100 ns per hop, assuming no contention on the network switches. The remote access latency from \( k \) to \( i \) with contention \( (r_{ki,cont}) \) is calculated with the microbenchmark shown in Fig. 1, by measuring the execution time of the reads performed by one slave to the shared array, when the slaves execute as much work as possible, without delaying the back-to-back memory accesses. The location of the slave and the number of peer slaves that compete to access the shared array are parameters and can be modified to measure the latency of memory accesses from different distances, under varying degrees of contention. Note that the microbenchmark factors in the generality, we assume that in the W version, all pages are placed在外. Execution of the benchmarks with first-touch page placement and another for instructing the runtime system to change the number of processors on which the program executes on-the-fly. The first iteration of the benchmark is executed on one processor and the rest of the iterations are executed on the maximum number of processors. These modifications force the data of the benchmark to be mapped to the memory of the node on which the first iteration is executed.

We obtained the memory access histograms of the executions of the benchmarks with first-touch page placement and the worst page placement algorithm, using the process described in Section 2.3. For brevity, we name the first version of the benchmark FT and the second version of the benchmark W. Without loss of generality, we assume that in the W version, all pages are placed in node \( 1 \). Let \( l_{ft} \) be the execution time of the FT version. Let \( l_{ft}, i = 1 \ldots N \) be the latency of local accesses in the FT version, and \( r_{ft,j}, i = 1 \ldots N, j = 1 \ldots N, j \neq i \) be the latency of remote accesses in the FT version. Let \( l_{w}, r_{w,j} \) be the same latencies in the W version. These latencies are calculated directly from Eqs. (11) and (12). Let \( L_k \) and \( R_k \) denote the number of local and remote accesses from node \( i \) in the FT version. We estimate the execution time of the benchmark with the worst-case page placement as

\[
t_{est} = t_{ft} + \max \left( L_k(l_{l,w} - l_{l,ft}) + \sum_{i=2}^{N} R_k(l_{l,w} - r_{l,ft}) \right),
\]
The second term \((L_1(r_{1,w} - l_{i,\text{ft}}))\), accounts for the additional latency of local accesses in the W version, which remain local in the W version, but with higher latency \((l_{i,\text{w}} > l_{i,\text{ft}})\) due to contention. The second term \((\sum_{i=2}^{N} R_{g}(r_{i,w} - r_{g,\text{ft}}))\) is the additional latency of remote accesses from node 1 to the other nodes in the FT version, which are converted to local accesses in the W version. Again due to contention, the latency of these converted-to-local accesses may actually be higher than the latency of the same accesses, when they were issued remotely in the FT version. 

The aforementioned analysis assumes that the work distribution between processors is balanced, which is true for the benchmarks that we study. It also assumes that the latency of memory accesses is not overlapped. We calculated one more estimate of the execution time of the W version, assuming that the latency of memory accesses is overlapped.

We used the methodology proposed by Wasserman et al. [22] to estimate how much of the memory latency is actually overlapped in the benchmarks. This methodology calculates the ideal CPI (cycles per instruction) of a program and the additional CPI consumed due to memory stalls, using hardware counters. The MIPS R10000 has only two hardware counters that can count different events in parallel, so multiple executions of the benchmarks with different configurations of the hardware counters are needed to collect all the data.

For each program, we ran a version with a small data set that fits entirely in the L1 cache (the data cache size is 16 kbytes on the MIPS R10000) and calculated the ideal CPI. The number of stall cycles per L2 cache miss was calculated with linear curve fitting using the least-squares method. For the five benchmarks that we study (MG, LG, SL, TS and SPECclimate) the number of memory stall cycles calculated with this methodology was 75, 73, 70, 77 and 71 CPU cycles, respectively. These numbers are arithmetic means of the L2 cache miss latencies from the executions of each benchmark on various numbers of processors from 1 to 128.

The non-overlapped latency of L2 cache misses was measured as 85 CPU cycles. The result indicates that 84–91% of the memory latency is not overlapped for the benchmarks that we studied. This ratio is significantly higher compared to the ratios reported in [22], however it is not unjustified, since the benchmarks have irregular memory access patterns. This implies relatively high cache miss rates and more memory latency that needs to be overlapped. The experiments show also that there is significant latency overlap at low processor scales. The processors overlap 40–55% of the latency on executions using up to 8 processors (for MG and SPECclimate) and 16 processors (for LG, SL and TS). On these low processor scales, contention is insignificant. On larger processor scales, where contention becomes significant, there is only barely measurable overlap of memory latency.

We compared the values of \(t_{\text{est}}\) of the W versions of the benchmarks with and without accounting for overlapped memory latency, to the actual execution times of the W versions of the benchmarks. The results are shown in Figs. 3–7. The top chart in each figure shows the normalized execution time of different configurations on various processor scales. Execution times are normalized to the execution time of the FT versions. The second chart in each figure shows the error of the estimates, as a fraction of the difference in execution time between the FT version and the W version, with and without accounting for overlapped memory latency.

The results show that the estimates of execution times of the W versions exceed the actual execution times of the W versions by 1–6%. The error of the estimates as a fraction of the difference in execution time between the FT version and the W version ranges between 8.3% and 80%, assuming no overlapped memory latency. The arithmetic mean of the error is 19.4% and the standard deviation is 15.3.
In general, the method overestimates the overhead of contention and the margin between the estimated and the actual overhead tends to widen when the number of processors is increased. One of two explanations could be given for this result. The first is that we do not take into account overlapped memory latency. As shown in the charts though, taking into account latency overlap seems to improve the accuracy of the estimate only marginally. This is by no means a general conclusion. The potential for latency overlap depends on the benchmark and the benchmarks that we use do not exhibit this property. Since we do have a simple method to estimate latency overlap, it is straightforward to extend the model to take into account this factor.

A second possible explanation for the inaccuracy of the contention estimates is the initial assumption of exponential arrivals of memory accesses to nodes. In many programs, remote memory accesses tend to occur in a bursty pattern, at the beginning of specific phases of the parallel computation. We investigated a few more alternatives to improve the accuracy of the contention estimation methodology in this aspect. The first was to sample memory accesses at a finer granularity. Instead of calculating estimates of inter-arrival times of memory accesses at the first-touch, we considered the actual time at which memory accesses occur to account for overlapped memory latency. The bottom chart shows the error in the estimates, as a fraction of the difference in execution time between the FT and the W versions.
accesses using the complete execution trace of the program, we calculate estimates of inter-arrival times for different phases of the program. Phases can be identified using program-specific constructs. In shared-memory codes, phases are naturally separated by loop boundaries. The intuition is that the communication intensity of a parallel program changes at different stages of the computation. Sampling memory access traces at different phases of execution can help us obtain more accurate characterizations and models of the remote memory access pattern. This will help us isolate the overhead of contention within specific regions of parallel code.

We applied phased sampling of memory accesses in the codes. We set loop boundaries as phase boundaries. Consecutive loops with the same access pattern and the same accessed data set were coalesced in a single phase. We measured the execution time of each phase, calculated a separate Poisson process per phase and used this process to estimate the overhead of contention on a phase-by-phase basis. Our preliminary evaluation shows that by calculating estimates of contention in this manner, we can improve the accuracy of the overall estimate of contention (measured as overhead in execution time) by 4–13%. The average error of the prediction of contention, estimated as a fraction of the
Another idea which we plan to explore is to use a different process to model the arrivals of memory accesses. In particular, we are considering the use of Markov-modulated Poisson processes (MMPP) [15]. These processes are doubly stochastic Poisson processes, with arrival rates controlled by a two-state Markov process. MMPP have proven to be quite successful in modelling bursty traffic patterns in communication systems, because they can capture important correlations between inter-arrival times. MMPP can be used as an alternative to identify implicitly phased behavior in parallel programs.

3. Balancing memory load and resolving contention

We argue that the problem of resolving remote memory access contention on hardware DSM multiprocessors can be indirectly addressed by balancing the remote memory accesses across the nodes of the system, so that the traffic of coherence messages for accessing remotely located data is distributed evenly across the interconnection network. Contention is an artifact of having multiple processors from different nodes accessing the same page in memory. By balancing the remote memory accesses, we reduce the likelihood of contention in two ways. First, if we reduce the number of remote accesses to nodes that concentrate disproportionately large fractions of remote accesses, we reduce the probability of contention on these nodes. Second, if we balance the remote accesses across the nodes of the system, we minimize the average number of nodes that contend to access the same page. Note that if an algorithm which balances memory load improves the performance of the program, it does not necessarily do so by resolving contention. The improvement may come from reducing the number of remote memory accesses to pages that concentrate relatively high remote memory access latency. A better correlation between the effects of the algorithm and contention can be obtained by estimating contention using the methodology described in Section 2.

3.1. Outline of the algorithm

The main idea of the algorithm is to identify spikes of remote memory accesses in the memory access histograms. These spikes imply that some nodes concentrate disproportionately large numbers of remote memory accesses. These nodes are more likely to contain hot spots. The algorithm attempts to cut down the height of the spikes by redistributing remote memory accesses. We assume that a histogram of the memory accesses per node is available either at runtime, or after a full execution of the program.

The tool for balancing remote memory accesses in the algorithm is dynamic page migration [16]. The algorithm searches for hot spots at page-level granularity and migrates pages so that hot spots are distributed, rather than concentrated in few nodes. Page migration algorithms have been used before to improve the locality of memory accesses, by moving pages that incur frequent remote accesses from a single node. These algorithms use competitive migration criteria, which compare the number of accesses from each node to each page in memory and migrate pages to the nodes which access...
them more frequently [21]. Using the notation developed in Section 2, a competitive migration algorithm would migrate a page from \( n_i \) to \( n_j \) if for the specific page, \( R'_{nj} > L_i \). Recall that \( R'_{nj} \) denotes the number of remote accesses from \( n_j \) to \( n_i \) and \( L_i \) is the number of local accesses from \( n_i \) to the page.

There are two important differences between the algorithm and previously proposed competitive page migration algorithms [21]. The first is that the algorithm does not migrate pages based on the number of accesses to individual pages. It migrates pages based on the accumulated latency of accesses to each node. The algorithm identifies the nodes in which the accumulated latency of remote memory accesses is higher than the accumulated latency of local memory accesses. It migrates out of these nodes pages which have higher remote rather than local memory access latency, even if these pages are placed together with the processor which accesses them more frequently. These pages are migrated to nodes with less memory load (in terms of remote memory access latency) than the original home nodes of the pages. Migrating these pages poses a trade-off between locality and memory load. Locality of accesses to isolated pages may be sacrificed to improve locality of accesses to nodes as a unit.

We account for differences between the latencies of remote accesses, by weighing memory access frequencies with memory access latencies. On ccNUMA multi-processors, the latency of a remote access depends on the distance between the accessing and the accessed node in the interconnection network. Since more costly remote memory accesses are more important to localize, the algorithm multiplies the access frequency for each pair of source–target nodes \((R_{ki}, k \neq i)\) with the latency of a memory access from \( k \) to \( i \) \((r_{ki})\), which is given by Eq. (12).

The second difference between the algorithm and competitive migration algorithms is that the latter are on-line algorithms, while ours is an off-line algorithm. Competitive page migration algorithms retrieve snapshots of page access counters at random points of execution\(^3\) and migrate pages using access traces obtained from these snapshots. Our algorithm uses a complete trace of the memory accesses of the program, instead of snapshots. If the program is periodic and time-invariant (i.e. it repeats the same computation for a number of iterations), the trace can be obtained at runtime, after executing one period. Otherwise, the trace is obtained from a full execution of the program. The trace is used to produce the histograms of memory accesses on a per-node basis, after accumulating the local/remote memory accesses to each page on each node. In both cases, the algorithm attempts to balance memory load for the program as a whole, rather than for specific phases in the program. It is possible to apply the algorithm for on-line optimization, if the program is periodic and the granularity of the computation is coarse enough to amortize the cost of the algorithm.

3.2. The algorithm

The algorithm checks if the accumulated latency of remote memory accesses to each node exceeds the accumulated latency of local memory accesses, i.e. if \( \sum_{k=1,k \neq i}^N R_{ki} r_{ki} > L_i l_i \). The idea behind this heuristic is that migrating pages from a node which concentrates excessive remote access latency to a node which concentrates low remote access latency will increase the local/remote access ratio of the former and improve memory load balance. This heuristic is the key for resolving potential hot spots. Even if a page is actually placed together with the processor which accesses it more frequently, the accumulated latency of remote memory accesses to the node that hosts the page may exceed the latency of local memory accesses.

The algorithm (Fig. 8) sorts the nodes in descending order of latency of remote memory accesses and selects the node which concentrates the highest remote memory access latency (line 1). It migrates out of this node each page for which there exists at least one node with higher latency of remote accesses to the page (lines 3–5). If there are more than one such nodes, the page is migrated to the node with the highest latency of remote accesses to the page (line 4). Note that this part of the algorithm is identical to a competitive page migration algorithm and will improve the memory access locality of the program if there are pages that satisfy the criterion \( R'_{nj} r_{ji} > L_i l_i, p \), where \( p \) denotes the page number. Priority is given to these pages, since migrating them achieves simultaneously two goals, balancing memory load and improving locality. Unfortunately, this criterion in itself neglects pages that concentrate large numbers of remote accesses from multiple processors, even though none of these processors sees higher latency than the processors on the home node. In the experiments presented in Section 4, we show that the criterion does not suffice to balance memory load in irregular codes.

After considering the pages with remote sharers that see higher latency than the home nodes, the algorithm considers pages for which the accumulated latency of remote accesses is higher than the accumulated latency of local accesses. These pages are sorted in descending order of accumulated remote access latency (line 8). The pages are checked from the top to the bottom of the sorted list and for each page, the algorithm finds the node with the minimum accumulated latency of remote accesses (lines 10–11). It then checks if migrating the
(1) find \(n_i\) such that \(\forall n_j, j = 1 \ldots N, j \neq i, \sum_{q=1}^{N} R_{qi}^{r_{qi}} > \sum_{q=1}^{N} R_{qi}^{r_{qj}}\)

(2) for each page \(p\) located in \(n_i\)

(3) if \(\exists j, j \neq i, L_{j,q}^{r_{ji}} > L_{i,p}^{r_{ip}}\)

(4) select \(n_j\), \(\forall n_k, k \neq i, k \neq j, (R_{j,i}^{r_{ji}} > R_{k,i}^{r_{ki}})\)

(5) migrate the page to \(n_j\)

(6) endif

(7) end for each

(8) sort the pages in \(n_i\) in descending order of \(\sum_{j=1}^{N} R_{ji,p}^{r_{ji}, j = 1 \ldots N}\)

(9) for each page \(p\) located in \(n_i\) from the top of the sorted list

(10) if \(\sum_{q=1}^{N} R_{qi}^{r_{qi}} > L_{i,p}^{r_{ip}}\)

(11) find \(n_k\) so that \(\forall n_j, j = 1 \ldots N, j \neq i, j \neq k, \sum_{q=1}^{N} R_{qi}^{r_{qj}} < \sum_{q=1}^{N} R_{qi}^{r_{qk}}\)

(12) if \(\sum_{q=1}^{N} R_{qi}^{r_{qk}} + L_{i,p}^{r_{ip}} - L_{i,p}^{r_{ip}} < \sum_{q=1}^{N} R_{qi}^{r_{qi}}\)

(13) migrate \(p\) to \(n_k\)

(14) endif

(15) endif

(16) end for each

Fig. 8. The page migration algorithm for resolving contention. This algorithm runs repeatedly, until \(\max \sum_{q=1}^{N} R_{qi}^{r_{qi}}\) cannot be reduced further. \(L_{i,p}\) denotes the number of local accesses from node \(i\) to page \(p\) (assuming that the page is located in node \(i\)) and \(R_{i,p}^{r_{ip}}\) denotes the number of remote accesses from node \(j\) to page \(p\).

page to that node will increase the latency of remote accesses beyond the latency of remote accesses to the node that hosted the page before the migration (lines 12–14). We explain the last step in more detail. Recall that \(R_{q}^{r_{qi}}\) denotes the latency of remote accesses from \(n_q\) to \(n_i\). If a page \(p\) is migrated from \(n_i\) to \(n_k\), the local memory accesses from \(n_i\) to the page (\(L_{i,p}\)) will be converted to remote accesses from \(n_i\) to \(n_k\). The latency of these \(L_{i,p}\) accesses will be \(L_{q}^{r_{ip}}\). The remote accesses from other nodes to the same page, while the page was on \(n_i\) (\(R_{q}^{r_{ip}}, q \neq i, k\)) will remain remote, but they will be redirected to node \(n_k\), therefore their latency will be \(\sum_{q=1}^{N} R_{qi}^{r_{qi}}\). The previously remote accesses from \(n_k\) (\(R_{qi}^{r_{ki}}\)) to the page will be converted to local, therefore their latency must not be accounted for as remote memory access latency. Finally, the rest of the remote memory accesses to node \(n_k\) before the migration (\(\sum_{q=1}^{N} R_{qi}^{r_{qk}}\)) and their latency (\(L_{q}^{r_{qk}}\)) will remain unchanged. Therefore, the new latency of remote accesses to node \(n_k\) will be \(\sum_{q=1}^{N} R_{qi}^{r_{qk}} + \sum_{q=1}^{N} R_{qi}^{r_{ki}}\), which must be less than the latency of remote accesses to \(n_i\), the home node of the page before the migration, which is given by \(\sum_{q=1}^{N} R_{qi}^{r_{qi}}\).

The algorithm is invoked in an iterative manner on each node, in order of descending remote memory access latency. Iterations of the algorithm are executed until the maximum latency of remote memory accesses cannot be reduced further.

3.3. Implementation issues

There are two important implementation issues concerning the algorithm, namely the collection of memory access histograms and the invocation points. Memory access histograms can be collected from hardware counters, if the multiprocessor’s memory system has hardware vectors of access counters attached to physical pages. We are aware of at least two commercial systems which provide page access counters in hardware, the SGI Origin2000 [12] and the Sun Wildfire [8]. These counters count the number of accesses from each page to each page in physical memory and are dumped to buffers maintained by the operating system either upon overflow, or upon exceeding a programmable threshold. In both cases, the counters interrupt a CPU on the local node and the operating system’s ISR stores the counters in local buffers. On the Origin2000, the user can access both the software and the hardware page access counters at user-level via the /proc interface.

On systems without hardware page access counters, it is possible to implement software access counters by instrumenting memory accesses. The idea is to instrument all loads and stores of the program or a representative subset of them at the binary level, record their virtual addresses, identify their mapping to nodes and obtain the histograms from these mappings. Identifying the mapping of virtual addresses to nodes is possible if the system provides the means to control and query the mappings of virtual pages to nodes. All modern DSM multiprocessors with hardware cache coherence that we are aware of provide a NUMA-aware data placement interface to the user, so that the user can explicitly place pages on specific nodes. For example, on the Compaq GS320 [7], a system which does not have hardware page access counters, it is possible to use the NUMA APIs of Tru64 UNIX and obtain accurate information on the placement of ranges of virtual addresses in physical memory. Given this information,
software instrumentation for access tracing is possible. Note that the programmer does not need to have access to TLBs. The mappings can be obtained with system calls. The drawback of this solution is that it incurs significant overhead and it is not correct if the programmer needs to use memory access tracing for runtime data redistribution.

Memory access histograms are collected at the end of execution. If the program has an iterative structure (i.e., it repeats the exact same parallel computation for a number of iterations), it suffices to collect the histograms at the end of the first iteration of the program. The notion of a period can be generalized to capture a chain of basic blocks which is executed repeatedly in the program and accounts for most of the execution time. Program periods can be identified using static or dynamic forms of basic block analysis [19]. In many practical cases, particularly in numerical codes, a period is simply an outer iteration which encapsulates the main body of the computation performed in the program. Previous studies have shown that many scientific applications have a strong periodic behavior [19]. The memory access trace of a period can in most cases be a very good approximation of the memory access trace of the program as a whole.

If identifying periods in a program is not possible, or the program does not exhibit periodic behavior at runtime, a memory access trace of the whole program must be used. As stated earlier, we assume that the program has a time-invariant behavior as far as the memory access pattern is concerned. This means that even if the program is not periodic in its internal structure, it has periodic behavior across executions, regardless of the input. Overcoming this restriction is a subject of further investigation.

Using the algorithm for runtime optimization is viable only if the cost of the algorithm does not exceed the gains from balancing the memory load. Although this trade-off can be investigated analytically, we do not discuss the relevant details in this paper. It suffices to mention that the execution time of a period in the program should be in the order of hundreds of milliseconds, to amortize the cost of dynamic page migration.

4. Experimental results

We evaluate the algorithm with five application benchmarks selected from three benchmark suites. The selected benchmarks are MG from the NAS benchmarks [11], the LG, SL and TS kernels from the Integrated Forecasts System of the European Center for Medium Range Weather Forecasts [23], and SPECClimate, a benchmark included in the SPEChpc96 benchmark suite [20]. MG uses a V-cycle multigrid algorithm for solving discrete Poisson equations on three-dimensional grids of different resolutions. The algorithm starts with an approximate solution in the finest grids, which is projected to progressively coarser grids. The three kernels from the IFS system perform data transpositions between quasi-regular grids that model layers of the earth's atmosphere and are densely populated by grid points towards the equatorial and sparsely populated by grid points towards the poles. Similar grids are used in SPECClimate, which predicts mesoscale and regional-scale atmospheric circulation. All benchmarks are implemented in OpenMP by third parties and are manually optimized for efficient execution on shared-memory architectures. We tried to isolate the impact of contention and the contention resolution algorithm on these benchmarks. Therefore, we did not apply any additional optimizations for better cache locality or load balancing.

The benchmarks were selected after obtaining their memory access histograms from parallel executions on the Origin2000 and observing that contention has a significant impact on their parallel execution time. Using the methodology for quantifying contention, we obtained the results shown in Fig. 9. The estimates were obtained by executing the benchmarks with first-touch page placement. On the maximum number of processors (128 for MG and SPECClimate, 121 for LG, SL and TS). Note that the overhead of contention is significantly less than the one estimated with the worst page placement, but it is still significant enough to worth improvement. Contention is estimated to account for at least 14% and at most 30% of execution time. First-touch does not achieve a balanced distribution of memory accesses in
the codes, but is still the best-performing automatic page placement algorithm on the Origin2000.\footnote{The Origin2000 provides two automatic page placement algorithms, round-robin and first-touch. First-touch performed better than round-robin with all benchmarks used in this study.}

We applied the contention resolution algorithm to the benchmarks by linking them with UPMlib\cite{17}, a runtime system developed to optimize transparently the memory access locality of OpenMP programs running on ccNUMA multiprocessors. UPMlib provides intelligent page migration algorithms which can be used to localize memory accesses without placing the burden of manual data distribution on the programmer. In the experiments presented in this section, we used two algorithms implemented in UPMlib. The first algorithm uses only competitive page migration, by comparing the local memory access latency to the remote memory access latency from each node to each page in memory. This is equivalent to running lines 1–7 in the algorithm shown in Fig. 8. The second algorithm executes the full sequence shown in Fig. 8. It uses the latency of remote memory accesses per node and the accumulated latency of remote memory accesses to make decisions for migrating pages. Note that no other page migration algorithm of UPMlib is activated while the programs are running. Therefore, any performance changes observed in the experiments can only be attributed to the two variants of the contention resolution algorithm.

All programs with which we experimented are iterative. The basic period corresponds to a time step of the parallel computation. The contention resolution algorithm is applied by instrumenting the source code to collect the memory access histograms after the execution of the first period. The algorithm runs off-line and the
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\caption{Execution time of MG with competitive page migration and the complete contention resolution algorithm. The execution times are normalized to the execution time of the FT version.}
\end{figure}
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\caption{Access traces of MG before resolving contention (top), after resolving contention by using only competitive page migration (middle) and after resolving contention with the complete contention resolution algorithm (bottom).}
\end{figure}
optimized versions of the benchmarks are recompiled with the improved page allocation scheme hard-coded in their initialization phases. We do not investigate runtime detection and resolution of contention in this paper.

For each benchmark, we show the execution time of the benchmarks versus the number of processors (Figs. 10, 12, 14, 16 and 18) and the memory access histograms of the benchmarks obtained from their execution on 64 processors (Figs. 11, 13, 15, 16, 17 and 19). The first version is not linked with UPMlib and uses the first-touch page placement algorithm of the Origin2000 to distribute data automatically. The second version is linked with UPMlib and uses the page migration algorithm only for competitive page migration based on the memory access latencies from each node to each page in memory. The third version is also linked with UPMlib and uses the complete algorithm shown in Fig. 8.

The charts show the execution time of the programs, normalized to the execution time of the FT versions. The IFS kernels require a square number of processors. Although the speedup of the programs is not relevant for this comparison, we note that all codes scale reasonably well up to 64 processors. MG scales very well up to 128 processors, but the speedup of the other four programs seems to level off beyond 64 processors.

Looking at the memory access histograms when the benchmarks are executed without the contention resolution algorithm, we can easily observe the spikes of remote memory accesses and the irregularity of the memory access patterns. In the three codes from IFS and in SPECclimate, the irregularity of memory accesses is attributed to the structure of the modelled grids. The problem in MG is that first-touch achieves a balanced
blocked distribution of the fine-grain grids, which progressively collapses to an unbalanced distribution of the coarser-grain grids.

The reduction of execution time on the maximum number of processors, after applying the contention resolution algorithm in full is as much as 28.7% for MG, 24.1% for SPECclimate, 19.9% for LG, 28.4% for SL, and 27.3% for TS. It appears that the algorithm achieves less than the expected improvements only in MG and matches or exceeds the expected improvements in LG, SL, TS and SPECclimate. The improvements from using only competitive page migration are marginal. On the maximum number of processors, execution time is reduced only by 6.1% in MG, 5.2% in LG, 4.2% in SL, 9.8% in TS and 3.9% in SPECclimate.

The results show that competitive page migration is not enough to balance the memory load. Furthermore, they show that memory load balancing is an important performance factor that needs to be addressed in conjunction with memory access locality optimizations. For the irregular codes used in this paper, although locality optimizations for better reuse of the processor caches are crucial for performance, locality optimizations for better clustering of memory accesses upon cache misses are not as effective due to memory load imbalance.

The histograms of memory accesses show that different benchmarks exhibit different forms of memory load imbalance. In MG, imbalance seems to occur in a very narrow range of the address space, causing contention in two nodes. In SPECclimate, most remote memory accesses are scattered across two thirds of the nodes. In the three irregular kernels, approximately half of the nodes concentrate more than 90% of remote memory accesses.
The histograms of memory accesses obtained after applying the memory load balancing algorithm show that the algorithm is quite effective in balancing remote memory accesses across nodes, particularly in MG, LG, SL and SPECclimate. In LG, SL and TS, the algorithm has a profound side-effect on memory access locality. Dynamic page migration converts remote memory accesses to local memory accesses, when a single remote node accesses a page more frequently than the home node. Consequently, the algorithm increases the fraction of local accesses by 23% in TS, 32% in LG and 54% in SL. The maximum number of remote memory accesses is cut down by a factor of 3 in LG, a factor of 4 in SL and a factor of 2 in TS. This benefit comes in addition to alleviating contention and explains the difference between the estimated and the actual improvement.

MG has two hot spots (on nodes 4 and 30, as illustrated in the histograms in Fig. 15). The improvement comes from balancing memory load. In SPECclimate, the algorithm does not reduce significantly the number of remote memory accesses. The improvements come from balancing the memory load and appear to be related to the data access pattern of the program in certain communication-intensive phases. Tracking the sources of contention inside the code might help us investigate the phased behavior of this program. We conducted a few preliminary experiments in which we applied the phased contention estimation process outlined in Section 2.4. In these experiments, we found that the overhead of contention on execution time can vary as much as one order of magnitude across different phases of the program. We also found that the actual placement of pages derived if we apply the algorithm for local optimization of the phases of high contention.

Fig. 16. Execution time of TS with competitive page migration and the complete contention resolution algorithm. The execution times are normalized to the execution time of the FT version.

Fig. 17. Access traces of TS before resolving contention (top), after resolving contention by using only competitive page migration (middle) and after resolving contention with the complete contention resolution algorithm (bottom).
differs significantly from the placement of pages derived if we apply the algorithm for the program as a whole. Unfortunately, the cost of redistributing pages for local optimization of page placement across phases seems to be too high to afford in this benchmark. Therefore, we were not able to improve the execution time and the memory access pattern of SPECclimate further with phase-based optimization.

The competitive page migration algorithm shows similar behavior in the memory accesses of all five benchmarks. The algorithm appears to reduce significantly the number of remote memory accesses per node. The reductions range between 33% and 74%. However, it does not actually change the memory access pattern, in the sense that memory accesses remain highly unbalanced. Correlating this observation with the effect of reducing remote memory accesses on execution time, we conclude that remote memory access contention and memory load imbalance can have a more significant impact on performance than remote memory access frequency. Optimizing data placement for the former is often more important than optimizing data placement for the latter. We also point out that the contention resolution algorithm which uses accumulated memory access latencies per page does not overlook memory access locality. The memory access traces show that the total number of remote memory accesses tends to reduce as a side-effect of the algorithm.

Finally, to investigate whether the algorithm imposes high overhead when contention resolution and memory load balancing are not needed, we ran experiments with two regular applications from the NAS benchmarks, namely BT and SP. These two benchmarks solve Navier-Stokes equations in three dimensions, using different factorization methods. The benchmarks use
regular sequential and constant-stride accesses to shared arrays. Fig. 20 shows the memory access patterns of the two programs, taken from executions on 64 processors (32 nodes) of the Origin2000. The access patterns of the benchmarks are very well balanced and the benchmarks are not expected to see any benefit from the contention resolution algorithm. Therefore, they can serve as tests for the overhead of the algorithm on performance. Fig. 21 shows the execution times of the benchmarks with first-touch, without linking with UPMlib and with first-touch after linking with UPMlib and activating the library to migrate the pages selected by the contention resolution algorithm. The overhead of UPMlib is minimal and adds no more than 2.5% to the execution time of the benchmarks. These experiments demonstrate that the algorithm is not intrusive for regular codes.

5. Related work

Several papers have pinpointed contention as one of the most important problems for the scalability of parallel programs (e.g. [1,4,6]). However, most of these works quantified contention either by detailed simulation or with analytical modelling. Blelloch et al. [1] developed a formal model for analyzing memory bank contention on shared memory multiprocessors in which processors access memory via a switching network. They extended the BSP model to account for contention and validated their extension on the Cray C90 and J90 systems. Frank et al. [6] extended the LogP model to account for contention in both distributed and shared memory multiprocessors. Dai and Panda [4] simulated a detailed network model that captures all types of contention in every part of the network of a hardware
DSM multiprocessor. They have shown that network contention can have a significant impact on performance and conducted a sensitivity analysis of architectural parameters that might affect contention, such as the design of caches, CPU speed and network speed. The fundamental difference between these works and ours is that these works either predict or simulate the effect of contention using a number of architectural and algorithmic parameters, while we quantify the overhead of contention on real programs by directly executing them on real hardware.

Hristea et al. [9] used microbenchmarks to measure the overhead of contention on the latency of memory accesses on the Origin2000. We used the same methodology to measure memory access latency as a function of the degree of contention. As discussed in Section 2, these microbenchmarks are effective in measuring contention as an architectural parameter, but cannot quantify contention in real programs.

The works of De Lara et al. [5] and Lu et al. [14] appear to be more closely related to the contribution of this paper. They present means to quantify contention in parallel programs running on shared virtual memory systems and propose techniques to resolve contention. These techniques can be implemented either in the DSM protocol or at the application layer. De Lara et al. [5] show that contention in shared virtual memory systems can be quantified by counting the requests for page updates that arrive at a node while another page update request is already being processed. Along with some application-specific optimizations for reducing contention, they propose a technique which identifies data structures with one writer and multiple readers as hot spots and redistributes these data structures dynamically, to balance the coherence protocol load for keeping the data structures up to date. Lu et al. [14] propose a method which replicates sequential code that precedes parallel sections, so that contention at the beginning of parallel sections is avoided. Our work differs in that it is applicable to hardware cache-coherent DSM multiprocessors, which have some fundamental architectural differences compared to clusters with shared virtual memory.

There is a significant body of work on dynamic page migration for NUMA multiprocessors [2,3,18,21]. Previous work has considered page migration as a tool to optimize the locality of memory accesses, so that the overall number of remote memory accesses in the program is reduced. Real implementations of page migration engines use an interrupt-based mechanism which periodically checks the access counters of one page and assesses if the page should migrate or not. The counters are decayed progressively so that the page migration engine is not biased by obsolete page-access history. We use page migration to balance the remote memory accesses on a per-node rather than a per-page basis. We also employ page migration as a whole-program optimization technique, rather than a runtime optimization method with temporal scope.

6. Conclusions and future work

We have presented a simple methodology for quantifying the overhead of contention on real programs running on real hardware DSM multiprocessors. Our methodology estimates the overhead of contention as a function of the number of memory accesses from each node to each page in memory. This information can be collected in hardware or software page access counters. Driven by this methodology, we proposed an algorithm that balances memory load and alleviates contention. The algorithm integrates a locality-sensitive page migration criterion with a criterion which balances the number of remote memory accesses and the associated communication traffic across DSM nodes. We have validated experimentally the accuracy of the methodology and have shown that contention has significant overhead, which may account for as much as 34% of execution time in programs with irregular memory access patterns. We have also presented experiments that prove the effectiveness of the algorithm.

In future work, we plan to address the problem of correlating contention with specific parts of the code and attempt to resolve contention which stems from application-specific phenomena, such as false sharing, phased behavior in the memory access pattern and bursty communication that might occur between sequential and parallel sections. Investigating the effects of contention in systems with more aggressive coherence protocols is also within our plans.
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